Read Along with Me Bible Stories

Favourite Bible stories are vividly retold in these colourful picture books, each with a picture word guide to use as part of the popular ‘see-and-say’ rebus reading method.

**5 BOOK SET**

- Successful rebus ‘see-and-say’ reading method
- Picture word guide inside the back cover
- Large type and simple text for learner readers
- Well-known Bible stories to learn to read

**First Bible Stories**

An introduction to the Bible for young children. Well-loved stories from the Old Testament, retold as short stories in simple language with bright, friendly illustrations.

Excellent for Sunday school and igniting an early interest in Bible stories.

**4 BOOK SET**

- Popular Old Testament Bible stories
- Retold in simple language
- Engaging, colourful illustrations throughout
- Perfect for dedication gifts

**Take a look inside the book**

**To order visit:** www.stpauls.com.au

**Email:** sales@stpauls.com.au  **Tel:** +61 2 9394 3400